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QUESTION: 44
What is a way for retailers to use HP retail solutions to create a more personalized
shopping experience?

A. Integrate retail solutions with the customer's IT and printing solutions for a full
end-to- end business solution.
B. Attract and engage consumers with touch-enabled digital signage.
C. Provide attractive and functional merchandising solutions for a more modern
shopping experience.
D. Provide interactive websites, smartphone apps, and social apps to give the
customer easy access to information.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 45
Which type of HP in-store solution includes HP RP3, RP5, and RP7 retail systems?

A. digital signage solution
B. mobility solution
C. self service solution
D. point of sale solution

Answer: D
Reference:
http://www.hp.com/sbso/solutions/pc_expertise/pos/index.html

QUESTION: 46
Which HP signage display includes integrated Corning Gorilla Glass?

A. HP LD4220tm micro-bezel video wall display
B. HP LD4710 digital signage display
C. HP LD4720 digital signage display
D. HP LD4730G micro-bezel video wall display

Answer: D
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Reference:
http://h10010.www1.hp.com/wwpc/us/en/sm/WF05a/382087-382087-64283-722703915216-5211931.html?dnr=1&jumpid=re_R295_prodexp/vertical-pcexpertise/computing/hp-ld4730g-47-inchmicro&psn=monitors/monitors/business_monitors(see the heading Built to last)

QUESTION: 47
What requirement do retailers have for their point of sale hardware that a typical
desktop PC cannot meet?

A. It must be able to withstand harsh environments.
B. It must be able to operate in a Windows environment.
C. It must provide a secure environment for transactions.
D. It must include a large hard drive (at least 200 GB)

Answer: C
Explanation:
NOTE: This question is not logically correct. All the options are present in a PC. It
can say that a POS hardware has multiple input channels like scanning, touch screen,
input through keyboard, etc.

QUESTION: 48
What are connected consumers demanding from the retail experience?

A. the kind of personalized customer service that they find online
B. the same rapid intuitive access to information that is available online
C. a variety of choices for products in the store at the point of sale
D. the low prices that they find at online product outlets, such as Amazon.com

Answer: C

QUESTION: 49
Which key global technology trend is driving retail?

A. global compliance to green initiatives
B. the need to compete with online vendors
C. cross channel, mobile, customer intimacy, data analytics and cloud
D. the use of standard PCs in place of POS solutions
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Answer: C
Reference:
http://blog.nrf.com/2012/08/08/6-key-tech-trends-driving-retail-cios-in-2012/

QUESTION: 50
What is a trait of a good communicator?

A. A good communicator spends 50% the time talking and 50% listening.
B. A good communicator spends the majority of the time in the qualification phase.
C. A good communicator always asks leading questions during the discovery phase.
D. A good communicator spends 70% to 80% of the time listening.

Answer: D
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